This is the Emacs quick references for the new features we added since 551.

**Generating Things**
- C-c C-s Create class skeleton
- C-c TAB Add missing imports
- C-c C-a Add unimplemented methods
- C-c C-o Add override
- C-c C-g Add getters/setters

**Changing Things**
- C-c C-e Extract method (from selected region)
- C-c r Rename symbol at point
- C-c C-f Format buffer

**Testing + Debugging**
- C-c C-t Run tests and show coverage
- C-c C-- Remove coverage colors
- C-c C-d Debug current test method with breakpoint at point
- C-c C-h Pause/resume debugger hydra

**Gradle Build**
- C-c C-v Gradle build
- C-c x Gradle clean + build
- C-c C-r Gradle build + run

**Finding Things**
- C-c C-j Javadoc lookup
- C-c u Peek at uses
- C-c d Peek at definitions
- C-c i Goto implementation (of method at point)
- C-c t Goto type definition (of type name/var name at point)
  (for variables: goes to definition of its static type)

**Git**
- C-c g Magit status buffer